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Belushi's
"Bar Extraordinaire"

by Ted Bigham

+34 936 67 4588

Looking for a party pad or simply a late night hang out, then head to
Belushi's, one of the coolest bar in town. Tucked between Plaça de
Catalunya and La Rambla, this bar is where all the hippest in town come
to unwind and catch live sports action. The atmosphere is laid-back and
gets jazzed up with all the music and banter. The world-famous burgers
make perfect accompaniments to the long drinks and shots, and the
breakfast menu features some of best remedies for even the nastiest
hangover. So party all night without worrying about sobering up.
www.belushis.com/bars/b
arcelona

barcelona@belushis.com

Carrer de Bergara 3,
Barcelona

Dunnes
"For Sports and Beer"

by Public Domain

+34 93 268 9917

Dunnes tries to recreate the vibe of a traditional Irish drinking joint and
doesn't fail. Tucked in the Gothic Square, merely a stone's throw away
from Jaume I train station, this pub is the perfect spot if you're looking for
a place to unwind or catch some live sports action. The threadbare brick
walls, wooden bars and high vaulted ceiling make the place feel intimate
yet spacious at the same time. Homemade fare of Irish Stew, Bangers &
Mash, Chicken Burger and Fajitas perfectly complements the Guinness,
Magners and other beers. And if you're into football then come down on a
game night and experience the game in a fun and convivial atmosphere
with the swag crowd.
www.dunnesirishbar.com/

info@dunnesirishbar.com

Via Laietana 19, Barcelona

Black Horse
"Play Your Way Here"

by Public Domain

+34 93 315 2053

Black Horse is the quintessential sports pub that offers everything related
to sports and recreation to its diners. The entertainment ranges from live
gigs to pub-quizzes and play-station games, darts and live matches. Get
comfortable with a pitcher of beer or a quarter of whiskey and join in the
revelry over the latest win or play a game of backgammon, cards or chess.
Truly an English pub, everyone is friendly and knows everyone else here.
The crowd is young and mostly is a mix of Spanish and English. Be sure to
take in the beauty of this 16th-century building while here.
rihesazrg@hotmail.com

Carrer de l'Allada-Vermell 16,
Barcelona

by Public Domain

Flaherty's
"Beerheads Unite"
Happening crowd, great music, good old Guinness and craic - Flaherty's
has all the trappings of a typical Irish pub and that's what makes it one of
the top nightlife destinations in Barcelona. The space is cozy and intimate
yet spacious enough to accommodate stag and hen parties as well as
larger groups. Pair the pints with tantalizing home-made dishes like the
Char-Grilled Chicken, Sunday Roast and don't forget to try their signature
Irish breakfast which is served even well after breakfast hours.
+34 93 412 6263

www.paddyflaherty.com/

barcelona@pflaherty.com

La Rambla, Plaza Joaquim
Xirau, Barcelona
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